ABSTRACT Dengue is one of the most important arthropod-borne viral diseases. It is endemic in > 125 countries including Pakistan, with a global incidence of 50–200 million. We determined the frequency of different serotypes of dengue virus to highlight its hyperendemicity in Rawalpindi, Pakistan. Between May and October 2015 we analysed the serum samples of 140 patients with a suspicion of dengue, using ELISA and multiplex polymerase chain reaction. One hundred and eight were infected with serotype 2, 16 with serotype 3, 7 with serotype 4 and 3 with serotype 1. Three patients were infected with serotypes 1 and 2, and 1 each with serotypes 1 and 4 and serotypes 2 and 3. Incidence of dengue has increased many fold in the past 50 years and has expanded to areas that were previously free from the disease. Serotype 2 was predominant in our population followed by serotype 3. There is currently no specific treatment for dengue, and vector control and vaccination are the only effective methods to prevent future outbreaks.
Analyse des sérotypes du virus de la dengue par amplification en chaîne par polymérase multiplexe pendant la flambée de dengue de 2015 à Rawalpindi (Pakistan)

RÉSUMÉ La dengue est l'une des plus importantes maladies virales transmises par des arthropodes. Elle est endémique dans plus de 125 pays dont le Pakistan, l'incidence mondiale étant comprise entre 50 et 200 millions. Nous avons déterminé la fréquence des différents sérotypes du virus de la dengue pour mettre en évidence son hyperendémicité à Rawalpindi (Pakistan). Les échantillons de sérum de 140 patients susceptibles d'avoir contracté le virus de la dengue ont été analysés entre mai et octobre 2015 à l'aide du test ELISA et de l'amplification en chaîne par polymérase multiplexe. Cent huit patients étaient infectés par le sérotype 2, 16 par le sérotype 3, sept par le sérotype 4 et trois par le sérotype 1. Trois patients étaient infectés par les sérotypes 1 et 2, un patient par les sérotypes 1 et 4 et un autre par les séroptypes 2 et 3. L'incidence de la dengue a considérablement augmenté ces 50 dernières années et elle s'est étendue à des zones qui étaient précédemment exemptes de la maladie. Le sérotype 2 était prédominant dans notre population suivi par le sérotype 3. Il n'existe actuellement aucun traitement spécifique pour la dengue. La lutte antivectorielle et la vaccination constituent les seules méthodes efficaces pour prévenir les flambées futures.
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Introduction

Dengue virus infection has emerged as one of the most important arthropod-borne viral diseases worldwide (1). It is endemic in > 125 countries including Pakistan (2,3). Globally, there are 50–100 million cases of dengue fever and 500 000 of dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) reported annually (4). The first recorded symptoms of dengue were reported in the Chinese Medical Encyclopedia in the year 992 (5). It was called a water poison then, however, the viral aetiology and transmission by mosquitoes were discovered in the 20th century after the major outbreak in World War II (4, 5). The first case of dengue was documented in Pakistan in 1994 in Karachi and the first outbreak occurred there in 2005 (6–8). The first case was documented in 1998 in the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), Rawalpindi.
Dengue is caused by dengue virus complex, which consists of 4 antigenically and immunogenically distinct serotypes, DENV1, DENV2, DENV3 and DENV4 that belong to the family Flaviviridae (6,7). Primary dengue infection with 1 serotype provides lifelong immunity to the infecting type, however, secondary infection with a heterologous serotype predisposes the patient to complications like DHF and dengue shock syndrome (DSS) due to non-neutralizing-antibody-dependent enhancement of the disease (8,9). Dengue virus is a single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus whose genome encodes 3 structural proteins, capsid (C), precursor of membrane (prM) and envelope (E) and 7 nonstructural proteins, NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A, NS4B and NS5 (10). Only E and NS1 proteins bear virus neutralization epitopes and play an important role in protective immunity. However, only NS1 is produced in both membrane-associated and secreted forms and expressed by all serotypes (8–10). It is present in high concentrations early in the course of the disease in the sera of infected patients and is therefore used as a diagnostic marker in clinical practice (11).

Dengue virus is transmitted to humans through bites from infected female mosquitoes, Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus (12). The only vertebrate hosts of dengue virus in nature are humans and several species of Asian and African subhuman primates (13). The virus originates in the sylvatic cycle and is transmitted initially to a rural and then an urban cycle (12,13). The 5th serotype of dengue virus, which was discovered in 2011, is currently confined to the sylvatic cycle, however, it is hypothesized that it will be transmitted from nonhuman primates to humans in the coming years like the other serotypes are (14). Transmission of dengue virus has increased markedly in recent years especially in the Americas, Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific (15). It is believed that dengue virus was first introduced to Pakistan through importation of tyres containing eggs of infected mosquitoes at Karachi sea port (16).

The objective of this study was to determine the frequency of different serotypes of dengue virus among patients with dengue fever, DHF or DSS during the 2015 outbreak in Rawalpindi. The variables investigated were age group and sex most commonly affected during this outbreak and the frequency of the respective serotypes.

**Methods**

From May to October 2015, we collected and analysed the clinical and laboratory data of 140 patients [121 (86%) male and 19 (14%) female, mean age 34 years]. The presence of dengue virus infection was determined in patients with suspicion of dengue fever who were referred to the Virology Laboratory, AFIP, Rawalpindi, Pakistan, and in hospitalized patients whose samples were sent for testing from the special dengue wards of mainly 2 tertiary care teaching hospitals in Rawalpindi, after obtaining informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the AFIP.
Serum samples that tested positive for NS1 antigen by ELISA were processed by multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in which the presence of all 4 serotypes (DENV1, DENV2, DENV3 and DEN4) was detected simultaneously using 4 primer–probe sets in a single reaction mixture. RNA was isolated from the serum by automated extractor (Neosense; Euro Genomas, Vilnius, Lithuania). Dengue virus RNA in the patient samples was amplified using the Sacace Dengue Real Time PCR Kit and thermal cycler (Como, Italy), and the amplified products were detected using fluorescent dyes. These were linked to oligonucleotide probes that bound specifically to the amplified products. Serotype analysis was performed simultaneously on the same amplified products. The sensitivity of this assay was 98% and the specificity was 99%.

We determined the frequency of different dengue virus serotypes in 4 different age groups, 1–20, 21–40, 41–60 and 61–80 years. We also determined the sex distribution of dengue virus serotypes.

Data were compiled and analysed using SPSS version 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

**Results**

One hundred and eight (77%) patients were infected with DENV2, which was the most common serotype found during this outbreak. The second most common was DENV3 with a frequency of 11% (16 patients). The frequency of DENV4 was 5% (7 patients) and DENV1 was present in 3 (2%) patients. There were also some mixed infections with multiple serotypes of dengue virus. Three (2%) patients were infected with DENV1 and 2, and 1 (0.7%) each with DENV1 and 4 and DENV2 and 3.

The most common DENV2 was present in 16 patients in age group 1–20 years, 34 patients in age group 21–40 years, 22 patients in age group 41–60 years and only in 5 patients in age group 61–80 years (Figure 1). The age group most affected by any serotype was 21–40 years.

**Discussion**

Dengue serotype analysis during a 2015 outbreak in Rawalpindi, Pakistan showed that serotype 2 was predominant in 108 patients, followed by serotype 3 in 16 patients, serotype 4 in 7 patients and serotype 1 in 3 patients. We also found mixed infections with dengue virus serotypes 1 and 2 in 3 patients, serotypes 1 and 4 in 2 patients and serotypes 2 and 3 in 1 patient.
Dengue fever has emerged as the most important arboviral infection in different geographical regions of the world (17). Pakistan has witnessed several outbreaks of dengue virus infection since 1994, which have led to significant morbidity and mortality in the past and imposed a great economic burden on the country (16,18). The disease was initially restricted to Southern Pakistan, particularly Karachi, the capital of Sindh Province, and subsequently extended to cause major epidemics in Northern Pakistan as well (19). During 2006–2009, major dengue epidemics occurred in Karachi and the emergence of DENV3 in Pakistan was first reported during 2005 in a DHF outbreak in Karachi (18). Koo et al. conducted a study in Pakistan between 2006 and 2011 that showed that DENV3 was the predominant serotype (19). A major dengue epidemic was reported in 2011 in Lahore. Khan et al. conducted a study during that outbreak on 34 patients and showed that DENV2 was the predominant serotype (20).

We conducted the present study during the 2015 dengue outbreak in Rawalpindi, which is believed to be the first study in Pakistan on an adequate sample size (140 patients). Our study highlighted the hyperendemic potential of dengue virus in Pakistan by detecting the predominant DENV2 and the presence of the other three serotypes, which is alarming. There are not many data available on dengue virus serotypes in Pakistan and the predominance of DENV2 was not unexpected, as it is the most prevalent serotype worldwide and has been associated with severe epidemics (21). The outcome for patients in our study was good and neither young nor old were found to develop complications. Cocirculation of multiple dengue virus serotypes can result in major epidemics of severe disease. If these patients are re-infected with a heterologous dengue virus serotype, they are vulnerable to develop complications like DHF and DSS.

Many studies have reported the prevalent serotypes of dengue virus worldwide. Hansley et al. conducted a study in South America during 2005–2010 and reported the presence of DENV1 and 3 (22). A study from Lucknow, India in 2013 showed the presence of DENV1 and 3 (23). A Malaysian study also showed the prevalence of DENV1 and 3 (24).

For the correct molecular characterization of the virus, all the patient samples included in our study were collected during the acute phase of infection. Serum samples were used first for NS1 detection and those that tested positive were then used for viral RNA extraction. All samples that were positive for NS1 antigen were positive by PCR as well. So, NS1 antigen positivity is a good surrogate marker of dengue virus viremia because NS1 antigen is expressed by all 4 dengue virus serotypes.
Our study had some limitations. It was conducted in a single centre and in 1 city. In future, patients from all virology reference centres in different cities of Pakistan should be included for a better analysis of prevailing dengue serotypes in Pakistan.

In South Asia, all dengue serotypes have circulated periodically (25). The current study concluded that the predominant serotypes of dengue virus circulating in Rawalpindi are DENV2 followed by DENV3. A significant number of cases with mixed serotypes were seen and might be common in all regions of the country. This hyperendemicity is indicative of a large outbreak of DHF in the future, so prevention of dengue fever and control of its vectors has become increasingly important. Apart from sustainable vector control, timely diagnosis and case management is crucial for early recognition of DHF, especially in patients with a history of dengue fever. It had been hoped that the tetravalent vaccine that was in phase III clinical trials would bring an end to dengue virus disease. However, the vaccine suffered a setback because of the discovery of a 5th serotype of dengue virus (14). Much effort needs to be made to develop a holistic approach to control this disease in the future.
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